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AUGUST
is
Membership
Extension Month.

and

Rotary in Ukraine
Twenty years ago, six clubs -- three in
the United States, two in Canada, and
one in Scotland -- helped charter the
Rotary Club of Kyiv, the first in Ukraine.
Now the country has more than 40
clubs and many Rotaractors. At a
recent event, Rotarians instrumental in
bringing Rotary to Ukraine celebrated.
The above item appeared in Rotary
International Weekly updates. So why
have I repeated it here? You will need
to turn to page 14 to see why it is so
co-incidental.
I have recently seen some interesting
statistics about membership in various
countries.
Who would have thought that there
were only 4 589 Rotarians in South
Africa? One can interpret that in two
ways – either people here are not
interested OR there is HUGE potential
for growth! I have to believe that the
second statement is the one that
applies to South Africa. As things stand
now when D9370 sees the light of day
on 1st July 2013, following the merger
of D9320 and D9270 there will be >100
clubs and > 2 000 members. These

Please remember that it is the
responsibility of each Rotarian
to
introduce
prospective
Rotarians.

members will make up 46% of the
Rotarians in South Africa. Where will
this new District end up in a years
time?
The challenge remains for each one of
us to continue to strive to gain new
members, not because we need to
grow our membership to a specific
figure – No, simply because it is the
right thing to do.
If we continue to have FUN and get
ENJOYMENT from being a ROTARIAN,
why shouldn’t we be extending an
invitation to the others out there who
would certainly be able to add value
to Rotary.
Show me someone out there who
doesn’t get that warm fuzzy feeling
when they are involved in doing something good in the World for the benefit
of mankind. There are many who
would love to be involved – find them!!
I have also included an article about
Fellowship in Rotary E-clubs – we do
have several opportunities to have
fellowship and FUN.

Have Fun
Gerald Sieberhagen - Editor
Rotarians should always be on
the lookout for suitable projects
that would be suitable for our
E-Club to undertake.
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BIRTHDAYS AND ANNIVERSARIES
BIRTHDAYS
AUGUST
23rd David Tilling
24th Jeff Watts
25th Susan Hawkins; Rae Kirton; Paul Maistry
28th Kudzai Mqingwana
SEPTEMBER
5th Lynn Dowsett
ANNIVERSARIES
AUGUST
13th Jeff & Linda Watts
18th Sambulo & Siza Khalala
29th Rajen & Nareshini Ranganthan
SEPTEMBER
4th Israel & Kudzai Mqingwana

Awarding and being awarded a Paul
Harris Fellowship is always a very
special occasion. And so it was when
John Fannin handed over a PHF to a
deserving recipient – Karin Hubbard.
The presentation took place at
Siyabonga
Care
Centre
near
Vredenburg.
A few of Karin’s friends were invited to
the ceremony, some of whom had
been her patients in wheelchairs.
Sandra Richards PHF read the citation
and John Fannin did the presentation.

UPCOMING EVENTS AND DATES TO DIARISE:
2012

24th August – Our Induction Dinner at 18h00.
VENUE: No 4 on Broadway.
1st September – RC DNth Beach Clean-up
21st September – WORLD PEACE DAY
24th September – FELLOWSHIP DAY AT BEECHWWOD
MANGROVES – RC DBN NORTH

27th October – Basic PRLS
15th October – Global Handwashing Day
23rd November – 2ndAnniversary/Foundation
F2F – Dinner/Get together
2013

23rd February – Rotary International 108th Anniversary Celebration
17th

18th

&
May – Last District Conference of
D9270 – venue Sibaya
23rd to 26th June – Rotary Convention in
Lisbon.
1st July – Merger of Districts 9320 & 9270 to form
new District 9370
2014
8th
WORLD
ROTARY
CRICKET
FESTIVAL
in
NOTTINGHAM UK in JULY
Hopefully SA IFCR will have a full team attending
this Festival – Great Fun always

2019
ROTARY INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION
IN DURBAN from 6th to 12th JUNE

The Rotary E-club of South Africa D9270
salutes a worthy recipient of a Paul Harris
Fellowship.
oOo

Jean Singh and some of her pupils
supported the Reach for a Dream
Slipper day.
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DG Richard in full flight
during his address.

PDGA Sonia signs the library book that will be
presented to Ekuthuleni PS in recognition of the DG
visit. On the piano, in the background, are Trophies
won by our Club for achievements last year.

District Governor Richard
Brooks and Sonia paid
their Official Visit to our Club on Monday 13th August 2012.

We had an excellent attendance of 35 Rotarians, guests and STEP YE students
and their parents to welcome DG Richard & Sonia to our club.
In his address to our members, DG Richard IV mentioned that all the DG visits
this year had some significance as they would be the last official visit to our
Club in District 9270. As you may all know by know, from 1st July 2013 our
District will merge with our neighboring district to form a new District 9370 with
>100 clubs and >2 000 members.
Among other things, DG Richard then challenged us to achieve the
Presidential Citation and was pleased to hear that our Club had already
achieved all but one of the requirements to achieve the citation.
He reminded us about RI Sakuji Tanaka’s theme of PEACE THROUGH SERVICE
and encouraged us to find ways of ensuring that our actions and projects
contribute towards creating PEACE.
Membership was another item that DG Richard touched on, well more than
just ‘touched on’. He emphasized the huge importance of membership and
complimented our club on our membership growth.
The need to continue to make contributions to the Rotary Foundation
through Annual Giving and PolioPlus funds remained a priority.
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Standing: Derek & Lily Houston[SP], Paul Maistry, Janet Rouillard, Angie Mitchell, Suzanne
Edmunds, Noel Moodley [at back] Sambulo Khalala, Paul Hawkins [at back] RC of Durban
Bay, Barbara Njapha, Sue Hawkins, Gevan & Annaline Jack[SP], Jean Singh, Anne
O’Donoghue[SP], BU Singh RC Zimbali, David Tilling, Anusha Timul, Anesh Timul, Sandra
Goodwin[SP], Moira Alborough.
Seated: AGA Ivy & AG John Johnston-Webber, Irene Kotze [Pres Elect], Gerald Sieberhagen
[President], DG Richard Brooks, DGA Sonia Brooks, Jeneth van Leeuwen [Past President],
PDG Richard Alborough RC of Port Shepstone.
In Front: STEP YE Students – Kelly O’Donoghue, Kristina Salontaji [Germany], Kayleigh
Goodwin, L-J Houston, Nadine Jack, Lisa Grewing [Germany]
Photographer: Returned YE Student Marc van Leeuwen.
Absent: Jenna Reinbach was not feeling well when the photo was taken.
Introducing a new member to
Rotary
is
indeed
a
huge
achievement. These members were
recognised
for introducing
a
Rotarian during the past 15 months.
In total, 7 of our members have
introduced a Rotarian during this
period. Well done.
In the photo are DG Richard Brooks,
Jeneth van Leeuwen, Suzanne
Edmunds, Irene Kotze and Susan
Hawkins.
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DG Richard Brooks assisted with the official inductions of 5 of our 15 new Rotarians
who have joined since July 2012.
L to R: Paul Maistry, Irene Kotze, Jean Singh, DG Richard, Barbara Njapha, Moira
Alborough.

Left: Jenna Reinbach recently attended the Model NATO Youth Summit in Brussels. She gave a
presentation at the DG Visit about her experiences there.
Right: Books for the Ekuthuleni Library and Reading project were presented by Irene Kotze to
Sambulo Khalala, who is the Principal of the school.
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SHORT TERM YOUTH EXCHANGE PROGRAMME

L-J Houston & Federico Amberti also
distributed 10 blankets to the needy
as their part of the challenge.
Top: Exchange of banners between the Rotary E-Club of South Africa D9270 and the Rotary
Club of Settimo Torinese D2031, Italy
L-J Houston; Elena Amberti; Rtn Giancarlo Amberti; Federico Amberti; Gerald Sieberhagen;
Irene Kotze and in front Federico’s sister Chiara.
Below: Lisa Grewing, Nadine Jack, Anusha Timul ECR CSI Manager, Kelly O’Donoghue,
Kristina Salontaji and Kayleigh Goodwin were challenged to find worthy recipients for the 10
blankets they were each given as part of East Coast Radio’s Winter Warmth project.
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WITH PEACE THROUGH SERVICE BEING OUR THEME HERE
ARE A FEW ITEMS FROM ROTARY INTERNATIONAL WEBSITE.
PEACE THROUGH SERVICE
Combat the root causes of conflict through service
Disease, illiteracy, hunger, poverty, and scarcity of environmental resources are all underlying causes of conflict
and war. Consider drawing on the expertise of partners to undertake a project that addresses these problems.
For example:

•

Work with Rotarian Action Groups dedicated to promoting health fairs, blood donation, blindness
prevention, and dentistry to build goodwill by bringing health care to communities in need.

•

Partner with an International Literacy Association reading council and foster more just and peaceful
societies by empowering others to read and write.

•

Support sustainable programs that fight hunger. Consider working with the Rotarian Action Group for the
Alleviation of Hunger & Malnutrition and The Global FoodBanking Network.

•

Promote economic development in poor communities by creating access to financial services. Work with
the Rotarian Action Group for Microcredit and learn how to fight poverty through small loans.

•

Join the Environment Fellowship of Rotarians and learn how to protect and share the earth’s finite
natural resources.

Participate in an upcoming Rotary Global Peace Forum

Rotary International will hold three Rotary Global
Peace Forums this year. Each forum is a two- or three-day
program that engages and inspires Rotarians and community
leaders to work toward Peace Through Service.
Visit the peace forum websites below for additional
information:

•
•
•

Berlin, Germany | Peace Without Borders | 30 November-2 December 2012
Honolulu, Hawaii, USA | The Green Path to Peace | 25-27 January 2013
Hiroshima, Japan | Peace Begins with You | 17-18 May 2013

If Rotarians in your club cannot attend, consider organizing a peace forum in your local community. Consult the
Rotary Global Peace Forums brochure for ideas.
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Peace activities for Rotary clubs and districts.
There are many activities that your club or district can undertake locally to promote
Peace Through Service in 2012-13.
District Peace Awards.
District governors are encouraged to confer district peace awards on clubs that
undertake a successful peace forum or peace-related project during 2012-13. RI will
provide an award template that governors can use to recognize clubs that have
made positive contributions to peace during the year.
•
Hold a club or district peace forum. Organize a forum in your community and
invite non-Rotarians to participate. Consider some of the following suggested
themes and emphases:
•
Hold your forum in the same week as one of the three Rotary Global Peace
Forums and mirror its theme.
•
Focus on urban peace by discussing opportunities for conflict mediation and
resolution.
•
Invite marginalized groups in your community, such as ethnic or religious
minorities, to attend the forum and forge new friendships and partnerships.
•
Collaborate with local organizations on a joint project to promote peace
and conflict prevention in the community.
•
Hold a forum that directly involves Rotaractors, Interactors, Youth Exchange
students, and RYLA participants, and that challenges them to promote peace in
their everyday lives.
•
Discuss and share strategies for helping young people deal with common
sources of conflict, such as gang violence and bullying.
•
Recognize immigrants who have made a difference in your community.
•
Organize a community peace forum. Partner with your local municipalities
and other community institutions to undertake a public event or celebration that
symbolizes your club’s dedication to advancing world understanding and peace.
Discuss issues related to urban peace and safe communities and schools.
•
Establish an international twin club partnership. Promote world understanding
and peace by forming a relationship with a Rotary club in another country. Twin
club partnerships have the potential to break down barriers between countries that
are experiencing or have experienced political or civic tensions. If you have an
established twin club partnership, consider undertaking a joint project to promote
peaceful relations between your countries.
Learn more at www.rotary.org/makeconnections.
•
Sponsor a Rotary Peace Fellow. Up to 100 peace fellowships are offered
annually on a world-competitive basis for study at the Rotary Peace Centers. Rotary
Peace Fellows are tomorrow’s leaders who will promote national and international
cooperation, peace, and the resolution of conflict throughout their lives, in their
careers and through service activities.
•
Support a service project that addresses the root causes of conflict. Disease,
illiteracy, hunger, poverty, and scarce environmental resources are all underlying
causes of conflict and war. Develop a project that addresses one or more of these
issues in your community, or collaborate with a club in another country on an
international project to consider adopting these recommended activities and
including peace in their service priorities for the year.
CONT ON PAGE 9
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District governors are also encouraged to make peace one of the main topics of
discussion at the district conference.
Consider planning a peace activity in conjunction with World Understanding and
Peace Day, 23 February, 2013 Rotary’s 108TH anniversary.
Would you like to be recognized at the 2013 RI Convention in Lisbon?
Governors are asked to provide a brief description of their district’s best club peace
activity throughout the year. Selected activities will be highlighted on
www.rotary.org. One outstanding club peace activity will be chosen from all
descriptions received by 15 April 2013 to be recognized on stage at the 2013 RI
Convention in Lisbon, Portugal.
2012-13 Rotary Global Peace Forums
Berlin, Germany
Peace Without Borders
30 November-2 December 2012
Examines the role of democracy in building peace and promotes opportunities for
all people to engage one another in international understanding and cooperation.
This event will celebrate and highlight the role of Intercountry committees in
promoting understanding among nations.
Honolulu, Hawaii, USA
The Green Path to Peace
25-27 January 2013
Focuses on the importance of conserving and protecting our shared environmental
resources and mitigating the effects of natural disasters as a prerequisite to peace.
Special emphasis will be on New Generations and how to empower their visions of
peace
Hiroshima, Japan
Peace Begins with You
17-18 May 2013
Explores ways in which each of us has the power to promote peace in our daily lives
and in our own communities. This future-focused meeting will ask participants to
consider what impact they will make in the days and years to come.
I was in the six item express lane at the store quietly fuming. Completely ignoring the sign, the woman
ahead of me had slipped into the check-out line pushing a cart piled high with groceries.
Imagine my delight when the cashier beckoned the woman to come forward looked into the cart and
asked sweetly, "So which six items would you like to buy?"
Wouldn't it be great if that happened more often?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Because they had no reservations at a busy restaurant, my elderly neighbour and his wife were told
there would be a 45-minute wait for a table. "Young man, we're both 90 years old," the husband said.
"We may not have 45 minutes." They were seated immediately.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Women and cats will do as they please, and men and dogs should
relax and get used to the idea.
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Fellowship the Rotary e-club way
26 May 2010
by Angus M Robinson, Past President, Rotary E-Club One
According to the ‘New King James’ and ‘Authorised Version’ bibles of the Christian
faith, the words, ‘contribution, fellowship, sharing and communion’ are words
translated from the Greek word ‘koinonia’.
Koinonia is also translated as ‘communication’ and ‘communicate’ in other
passages. The English words ‘fellowship’ and ‘communion’ express the relationship of
the parties involved while the English words ‘contribution, sharing, communication
and communicate’ express the action that is involved in the relationship.
In 1911 Rotary Founder Paul Harris, when commenting on the ‘fellowship’
relationship, said: “Life in Rotary should consist of a rational mixture of business with
civic activities and good fellowship”.
Some years later (in 1939), he spoke about fellowship in the context of ‘friendliness’
which he claimed, “is the motive power of Rotary”.
Harris said, “Friendliness is more powerful and smooth running than any Diesel
engine ever built. Friendliness is a virtue in its own right; it begets others as well.
Neighbourliness, kindliness, tolerance, and usefulness are children of friendliness;
they attack enemies of the social order, not only banishing care, worry, envy, greed,
suspicion, fear, and anger, but also stimulating hope and courage. They are the
solvents of labour problems and, given a chance would be solvents of international
problems as well."
And during the height of World War II, Paul Harris linked ‘fellowship’ with the concept
of ‘service’ stating that, “Rotary's most glamorous purpose is to foster international
understanding and good will, and during our many years of experimentation we
have accumulated considerable knowledge on that baffling subject. We have
actually succeeded in creating a world-wide fellowship of business and professional
people united in the ideal of service. Our membership includes representatives of
more than 50 countries and devotees of practically all of the major religious faiths
and most of the political ideologies. We have been able to accomplish this by
adhering strictly to the one matter in hand and avoiding all others.”
Over the ensuing years, Rotarians (now some 1.2 million across the world) through
the agendas of their weekly meetings, have embodied these two concepts as
essential ingredients. How often are we used to hearing the Club President say?
“Let’s take a break from our proceedings to enjoy some fellowship”.
For many Rotarians, this commitment to regular weekly attendance to combine
fellowship and service has led to a passion for achieving a 100% attendance record.
Translating all of this to the new e-club operating environment presents some
interesting challenges and parallels.
Central to the success of the e-club operating mode, it is fair to say in summary that
the facility serves a much needed meeting place for committed Rotarians to be
connected, informed and inspired, using only those information and communication
technologies (ICTs) that best enable them to deliver ‘Service Above Self’ in an
environment that is different from the weekly ‘face to face’ meeting.
It is this difference that often causes Rotarians unfamiliar with being connected
online to ask how fellowship can be achieved if there is no ‘face to face’ contact?
That is like asking a sight impaired person how effective ‘one to one’ communication
can be achieved where there is no visual contact, or like asking a daughter whether
the daily phone call with her mother counts as ‘keeping in touch’.
CONT ON PAGE 11
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As it happens, whereas online members do not connect weekly ‘face to face’, they
are regularly connecting and conversing more often than not daily by email!
Supplemented by regular webinars and interaction by ‘blogging’ in the clubhouse,
regular and vigorous intra-personal communication is very much alive and well.
Based on my own personal experience over the past seven years as a member of
Rotary E-Club One (a club now with 56 members residing in nine countries straddling
the geographic provenances of North America, UK/Europe/Asia, Africa and
Australia), I have got to know my fellow Rotarians with whom I communicate
electronically on a daily basis far better than with those I met reasonably regularly
when I was previously a member of a traditional Rotary club.
And a fascinating consequence of this new form of fellowship is that when I have
had the opportunity to have met ‘face to face’ my fellow correspondents in person
at a Rotary International Convention (the location of our club’s Annual Dinner), I
have found them to be exactly as I have known them through the electronic
relationship – good and worthy friends through and through. This has also been the
experience of others in Rotary E-Club One.
Of course our Annual Dinner is a very special feature of our collective experience as
participants of the RI Convention. But our club also organizes the manning (in
collaboration with our very good friends of the Rotary E-Club of Latino America and
the Rotary E-Club of London Centenary) of a shared exhibition booth within the RI
‘House of Friendship’. Apart from the comradeship shared with other e-club
Rotarians, we all have the chance to share fellowship with so many other RI
Convention attendees from all around the world. And quite a few of those Rotarians
who drop in to say “hello” are regular users of our club web site, a valued facility
which provides them with an information-rich make-up experience.
Many of our members are frequent travellers (hence their reason for becoming
Rotary e-club members) and invariably they make-up at a wide range of traditional
clubs within their own home countries or overseas. Moreover, in Rotary E-Club One,
some of our longer-standing members (myself included) have made special side
trips or arranged stopovers to meet up with fellow club members en route whilst
engaged in overseas business trips.
In regard to make-ups, for my own part, since joining Rotary E-Club One, whenever I
have been in Australia’s national capital on business, I have been a very regular
visitor to the Rotary Club of Canberra East. As a result of this very special relationship,
I have had the pleasure to get to know many fine and motivated Rotarians in
another (and in this case, traditional) Rotary club - this has resulted in both our clubs
co-funding a number of International Service projects, including one in Afghanistan
(a project in which the Rotary Club of Canberra East played a key hands-on role),
and another in Cambodia (contributing to our current Rotary E-Club One President’s
major project of the year).
oOo
Three friends from the local congregation were asked, "When you're in your casket, and
friends and congregation members are mourning over you, what would you like them to
say?"
Artie said, "I would like them to say I was a wonderful husband, a fine spiritual leader, and a
great family man."
Eugene commented, "I would like them to say I was a wonderful teacher and servant of God
who made a huge difference in people's lives.."
Al said, "I'd like them to say, 'Look, he's moving!'"
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Huang is choice for 2014-15 RI president
Rotary News -- 7 August 2012

Gary C.K. Huang is the choice for 2014-15 RI president.
Gary C.K. Huang, a member of the Rotary Club of Taipei, Taiwan, is the selection of
the Nominating Committee for President of Rotary International in 2014-15. Huang will
become the president-nominee on 1 October if there are no challenging
candidates.
Huang says his vision for Rotary is to increase membership to more than 1.3 million.
“To increase our membership, we must go beyond borders to wherever we see
growth potential, such as the countries of China, Mongolia, and Vietnam. I will put an
emphasis on increasing female and younger members,” Huang says. “I will also
encourage former Rotarians to once again be part of our Rotary family.”
Huang has served as the chair of Taiwan Sogo Shinkong Security Co., Ltd., Shin Kong
Life Real Estate Service Co., and P.S. Insurance Agency, Inc. and director of Federal
Corporation and managing director of Taipei Life-Line Association.
He is a past president of Malayan Overseas Insurance Co. and charter secretary
general of the Council for Industrial and Commercial Development in Taiwan.
A Rotarian since 1976, Huang has served as RI vice president, director, Rotary
Foundation trustee, district governor, International Assembly training leader, regional
session leader, task force member and coordinator, and committee member and
chair.
Convener of the 2000 Hong Kong, 2011 Kuala Lumpur, 2002 Manila, and 2003
Singapore Rotary Institutes, he also served as chair of the 2002 Taipei Presidential
Conference. He is chair of the Council of Past District Governors in Taiwan.
Huang created 19 new clubs in 1986-87 as governor of District 345, which included
Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan.
Huang has been awarded the National Civic Service Award by the Federation of
Non-Profit Associations and the Outstanding Community Service Award by the
Ministry of the Interior, R.O.C. He is a recipient of the RI Service Above Self Award
and the Rotary Foundation’s Citation for Meritorious Service.
Huang and his wife, Corinna Yao, have three children.
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HERE IS A WHEELCHAIR REQUEST RECEIVED BY JENETH VAN LEEUWEN
I have a close friend who works as a Psychologist at the Stanger hospital on a part-time basis
and through her, the plight of this family came to my attention and we both feel that we
need to try and find a way to help this family which I will tell you more about shortly. Bev has
always been driven to helping the community so besides her own practice in Kensington
Drive, Durban North she works at the Stanger hospital once a week.
She has been working with the Bansi family who reside in Stanger for a while now. Their boy,
Nikhil, now just 10 years old was born with complete cerebral palsy. Nikhil cannot propel
himself at all and has only slight movement in one hand only. His mother and father were
young when he was born and his mother has dedicated her life solely to looking after him as
he needs full time care. His father has spent many hours carrying this little boy around and
this too has meant that he has only ever had piece work, as and when he can get work. He
is a tiler by trade. This family has no support from their extended family and relies on the
community for help even in supplying food on some nights.
Both have felt the responsibility weighing heavily on their family and for 10 years have
committed their lives to caring for Nakhil. Only recently did they have a second baby, in
good health.
The biggest challenge is getting Nikhil anywhere, as they carry him for miles to catch a taxi,
even to the hospital. As he is getting bigger it is becoming harder and harder for them. Nikhil
needs a specialized wheelchair (buggy) but they have no means to provide this, as they live
on the bread line already.
My appeal to you is to request assistance from Rotary to purchase a suitable wheelchair. Bev
has gone to lengths to get a quote for the correct chair for his needs and with the aid of
photographs, measurements and taking into consideration the disability of this boy, she has
obtained a quotation from Shonaquip (www.shonaquip.co.za), based in Cape Town, who
specialize in building the chair to the required medical needs of the patient, as for him not
any wheel chair will suffice. The quotation is for R11 046.60
I really would like to bring this case of dire need to the attention of your Rotary club, and
request your favourable consideration of assistance to make this family’s life a little easier
than it has been for the past 10 years. Please let me know your thoughts and if you need
further information I would be able to put you in touch with Bev Miles, registered psychologist,
who deals with this family.
This case touched my heart and I hope there is a way we can help them.
Love
Wendy [Godmother of Marc van Leeuwen]
A SUCCESSFUL WHEELCHAIR HAND OVER.

Irene Kotze; {President Elect Rotary E-club of South Africa D9270] Damien Naidu
{UKZN Project Co-ordinator} Khanyi Sibiya [Chairperson] Amanda Ndlovu

Following a report in
the Highway Mail,
we delivered some
East Coast Radio
Winter
Warmth
blankets
to
the
Senzokuhle
Home
Based Care Organisation which is based
at Kenneth Gardens
in Umbilo.
Irene
established
that there was a
need for a wheelchair.
One of the wheelchairs that we had
received from the
last District Consignment was allocated.
We have already
handed
over
9
wheelchairs this year.
TOTAL = 61 to date.
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How could I join the community and contribute?
Dear Rotary members,
How could I join the community and contribute?
I'm from Kiev. I have heard a lot about Rotary clubs, but I couldn't find the information about
membership. I would like to participate in the educational programs and professional exchange.
Thank you for your help.
Marina
Gerald Sieberhagen • Hi Marina - you may want to consider joining a Rotary E-club. Have a look at our
website www.rotaryeclubsa.org and see whether that would be mutually beneficial..
1 day ago

Follow Marina

Marina Lopyrova • Thank you for your help!
Best regards,
Marina
11 hours ago• Like

Follow Pavle

Pavle Vamoser • Being as I see a younger person, I am sure that a "direct" contact is much more interesting and
beneficiary. That is not to say that I am against e-clubs, but having person to person contacts will probably
fulfill your expectations.
1 hour ago• Like

Gerald Sieberhagen • Pavle, you will be amazed at how much person to person contact there is in E-clubs
2 minutes ago

Kiev = Kyiv
We have subsequently received a proposal form from Marina for processing.
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